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Abstract

This paper describes an environment for remote testing of IN-Services (programs for Intelligent
Networks).

This system is realised as a Client/Server Architecture. A programmer of IN-Services is connected
to a Test Center via Internet. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is running on a Windows PC. An
FTP connection to a local UNIX machine with program source files is established to download
these files.

A Test Requirement can be created and then be sent to the Test Center. After executing the test the
results are stored and sent back to the Client.

The final part describes a generalisation of this Remote-Testing system to a Unified Architecture for
Tele-Experimenting.
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1. Introduction

With Intelligent Networks value-added services for Telecommunication can be realised. This is a fast
growing market with good chances for earning better revenues than with standard network services. But
the "time to market" must be short.

The programming of IN-Services (a proprietary system of Siemens for controlling Intelligent Networks [8])
is a complex process and substantial experience is necessary. The complete infrastructure is expensive,
especially the Test Executing Environment (Testing of IN-Services).

With a Tele-Experimenting Environment, which connects the remote developer of IN-Services with the
Test Center, it is much cheaper to get practice in programming IN-Services without having an expensive
locale Test Environment.

After the implementation and successful test of this REX-system and the comparison with an earlier REX
project at the Polytecnical University of Salzburg ([1],[2]) the concept of a general REX-architecture was
developed. This Unified Architecture for Tele-Experimenting ([3],[4]) is presented in the final part of the
paper.

2. Teletraining for programmers of Intelligent Networks

2.1. Architecture of Client/Server for Remote Testing of IN-Services

The programmer creates IN-Services with the Service Designer at his own Unix machine. Normally the
IN-Services have to be transferred to the local available Test Executing Environment. An operator with
experience has to execute the test.

An  access  via  Internet  is  not  available  due  to  security  standards.  With  the  Remote  Testing  System
programmers without an own Test Executing Environment and with lack of testing experience can have
test runs of their programs executed.

It is realised as a Client/Server system ([5],[6],[7]) as shown by figure 1:
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Figure 1: Client/Server-Architecture of Remote Test-Executing

Every client can send Test Requests to a Test Center. After Test Execution the client gets back the
commented Test Results.

In the Test Center the tests are stored in a stack and executed offline (batch mode).

Priorities in the execution order can be allocated for different customers. Billing is also available.

 

2.2. Implementation of the Client/Server System

From a client machine with a GUI (running under Windows) a connection to the SD machine (running
under UNIX) can be established. A list of available IN-Services on this SD machine is derived and displayed
in the Client-GUI. Every selected IN-Service can be downloaded to the client machine via FTP. Then the
user can create one ore more Test Requests for every IN-Service. Every Test Request contains a description
of the test.

Before sending a Test Request a registration call to the Test Center is necessary. The server in the Test
Center sends back a unique User-ID for further communication.

Then the client can send the selected test requirement to the Test Center via email. The server in the Test
Center  controls  the  incoming  mail,  extracts  all  information  and  stores  it  in  a  data  base  (User-ID,
IN-Service,  Test  Requirement,  ...).  Then  the  tests  are  executed manually  by  an  operator  in  the  Test
Executing Environment. The operator can add a comment for every result. Then the results are stored in
the data base and are sent back automatically by the server to the sending client.

The  Test  Execution  is  done  in  batch  mode.  It  is  possible  to  consider different  priorities  for premium
customers or teaching courses. Also a billing system can optionally be integrated.

A larger number of customers can be made motivated to use the "Tele-Experimenting of IN-Services".
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Figure 2: Implementation of the Client/Server-System

 

2.2.1. Configuration of Client

Before opening the connections, some configuration entries have to be made by the user.
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Figure 3: Configuration data of IN Tele-Experimenting: FTP-Section

In the FTP-section this data has to be edited:

IP address of SD machine
Name of FTP user account on SD machine
FTP Start Directory on SD machine
SD-Subdirectory for IN-Services on SD machine (default: \work\graph)
Local Data Directory on Client machine
IN-Service file extension (default: -0)
SD operating system: Linux/Unix or Windows (default: Linux/Unix)
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Figure 4: Configuration data of IN Tele-Experimenting: EMAIL-Section

In the EMAIL-section this data has to be edited:

mail address of user on client
mail address of Test Center
Name of POP3 account
Name of SMTP server

After configuration all connections can be established.

The User-ID is automatically extracted from the response of the server to the Registration Request and
stored in the config-file on the client.

 

2.2.2 Description of connections

1.: FTP-Connection to SD machine by client:

Before first using the FTP connection to the SD machine the configuration data has to be entered in the
form of figure 3.

After activating the corresponding menu entry the user has to enter the password of the FTP account. Then
a list of all available IN-Services on the SD machine is shown.

The selected IN-Service can be downloaded and after a successful download it is visualised as an entry in
the list of local IN-Services on the client.

2.: The structure of the automatically generated mails:

Registration Request:

Titel: "Request for Registration"
Body:empty
Attachment:no
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Response of Registration Request:

Titel: "Re: Request for Registration"
Body:User-ID
Attachment:no

Test Request:

Titel: User-ID, IN-Service, Test Request
Body:Mail with text created by the user
Attachment:Files: IN-Service, Test Request

Response on Test Request:

Titel: Re: User-ID, IN-Service, Test Request
Body:Comment created by the operator
Attachment:Files: Report

 

3. Unified Architecture for Tele-Experimenting

3.1 Client-Server Architecture of UTEA

Remote Testing is a reasonable way to make a better use of expensive experimenting equipment for a large
number of users.

For the realisation a large quantity of programming effort is necessary. To avoid a "multiplication" of this
effort for different REX applications it was analysed, which components and interfaces of a REX system
can be a part of a general REX architecture and which are application specific [3],[4].

Two types of experimenting are possible: online and offline (batch-mode, e. g. the IN Tele-Experimenting).
The architecture covers both types. The next figure shows the general system for online-experimenting.
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Figure 5: Client-Server-Architecture of UTEA

The Equipment for executing experiments is located at a Control Center. The Server in the Control Center
is responsible for the connections to the Test Execution Equipment and to the clients.

At first a client has to get a registration from the Control Center via Internet. After this procedure the client
is authorised to make one ore more types of experiments. Before executing any experiment the client has
to book a free time slot at the scheduler. A short time before the beginning of the reserved time the client
receives a remembering and has to connect to the server to get the control for executing the experiment.
The actual state of the experiment (data, video and voice streams ...) is sent back to the Client.
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